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Her disinterest in wearing them is the result of a recent creative/

spiritual/metaphysical breakthrough, which has confined her 

to her desk and made her no longer want to spend time with 

people in real life or online. At some point, she walked around 

in a grey bathrobe featuring a no-longer-recognizable hotel logo. 

She was too lazy to pick it up when it slipped from her skin and 

fell on the floor, and now it’s just lying there motionless, like a 

dead body. 

According to her iPhone’s Screen Time records, now Mary Wang 

no longer uses social media, most of her phone time is spent 

on shopping apps. It’s hard to avoid the plaque of personalized 

ads that have accumulated in her online world, and, over the 

years, she’d built up a stubborn morning routine that included 

scanning through various new arrivals first thing after waking 

up. Where others might scroll through the New York Times 

Morning Briefing, she leafed through The Real Real. Gucci 2017 

Queercore Brogue Knee-High Boots, 1996 Jean Paul Gaultier 

Trompe l’Oeil Jacket, add to bag. Saint Laurent Apelle Moi 

Opyum 105 Pumps, Christian Dior J’adior Asymmetric Hoop 

Earrings, add to bag. Christopher Kane More Joy T-Shirt w/Tags, 

add to bag.

Mary Wang can’t kick her habit of buying clothes, 
even though she no longer has any use for them. 
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Because Mary Wang rarely wears clothes anymore, boxes have 

started piling up in the corridor of her apartment, deliveries of 

dresses, pantsuits, and negligees left unopened. (Actually, some 

were opened, by her pet rabbit, who, using shards of hay and 

teeth-marked buttons, had constructed himself a little warren 

of tunnels and holes amidst the cardboard.) This presents Mary 

Wang with a problem: what should she do with all the clothes 

that she no longer wanted to wear, but couldn’t stop buying? 

Out of all the possible solutions she tried to draw up, to quit 

buying clothes seemed the most unrealistic. She tried to give 

some of it away, inviting friends and neighbors to her house 

to pick up whatever they pleased, but somehow, she ended 

up with more clothes than she started, with garments showing 

up in every nook and cranny, like a biblical pest. She’s too 

embarrassed to visit her local charity shop one more time, 

worried that her numerous donations are raising the suspicion of 

tax fraud.

It didn’t use to be this way. See, Mary Wang never dressed for the 

occasion, because for her, dressing up was the occasion itself, 

the opportunity to wear certain clothes the only reason to do 

anything outside the house. Mary Wang never felt an innate urge 

to meet someone for coffee, to go do groceries, or to attend an 

art opening. Instead, she was more compelled by dressing up to 

meet someone for coffee, dressing up to do the groceries, and 

dressing up even more to attend an art opening. Without clothes, 

Mary Wang would simply have subsisted on food delivery and 



on-demand entertainment, which, for a city as extroverted as 

New York, was surprisingly achievable. It never came to that 

though, because she could always find a reason to take a new 

garment outside—there was always a letter that needed posting, 

a subway train that needed riding, a long-lost friend who needed 

her company just being. 

Ergo, Mary Wang’s clothes didn’t just occupy time and space—

they created time and space itself. Another way of looking at 

it would be to understand how Mary Wang’s clothes aren’t 

necessarily material, but instructional. Wear this, and you will 

get there. Wear this, and that will happen. The clothes were the 

agents that propelled Mary Wang’s life forward, the garments 

helping her to put one foot in front of the other. The clothes 

took her outside, because she needed to be seen in them to 

feel like wearing them was of any use. For Mary Wang, wearing 

clothes was an act of performance art: a form that required the 

participation of an audience to achieve its purpose.
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MARY WANG, THEORETICAL FASHION #2, 2019. 



Mary Wang has drawn up a few theories to understand why she 

keeps buying more clothes.

Theory One

Childhood Poverty              p. 8

Theory Two

Tendency Towards Apocalyptic Thinking              p. 10

Theory Three

Art Collector Fantasy             p. 12

Theory Four

All of the Above                     p. 14
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Theory One: Childhood Poverty

Being socially-inclined towards socialism, Mary Wang 

starts by placing her behavior within the larger socio-

economic conditions she grew up in. Without getting 

too specific about dates and numbers, one could 

describe the Wang family’s recent history as going 

from dirt poor, to relatively wealthy, to relatively poor, 

to obscenely wealthy. Such extreme fluctuations in 

monetary status are bound to create a sense of spiritual 

jet lag. Though having enough money now to be able 

to work as a writer without thinking much about its 

financial consequences, Mary Wang can’t help but fall 

back into the mentality of poverty once in a while. That 

mentality is defined by the following: every decision 

is subconsciously or blatantly motivated by the fear 

that one might no longer have money the next day. So 

Mary Wang obsessively spends a small family’s rent 

on clothes every month, though she makes a point 

of buying things on sale whenever she can. Another 

defining characteristic of the poverty mentality: it’s not 

logical. 
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Proof (from the past six months)

i. Vetements Blue Shirt Print Bodysuit Winter 2018, Ssense, 

135 USD, never worn, the size might have been too small, but 

Mary Wang was convinced the buttons were faulty and not  

strong enough to hold the fabric together. 

ii. Altuzarra Knee-Length Gingham Skirt, Season Unknown, The 

Real Real, 48 USD, never worn. 

iii. Missoni Velvet Mid-Rise Wide-Leg Pants, Season Unknown, 

The Real Real, 37.50 USD, never worn, slightly too small. 

iv. Marc Jacobs Coated Cut-Out Skirt, Season Unknown, The 

Real Real, 100 USD, never worn, a few sizes too big.  

v. Balenciaga Suede Ankle-Strap Flats, Fall 2013, The Real Real, 

102 USD, never worn. 

vi. Eugenia Kim Woven Beret, Season Unknown, The Real Real, 

40 USD, never worn, unsure whether it’s actually too small or 

it’s only supposed to look too small. 
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Theory Two: Tendency Towards Apocalyptic Thinking

Theory two is marginally related to theory one. 

Mary Wang sometimes feels like the fashion version 

of a prepper, the (mostly) men who, believing that 

apocalypse is nigh, stock up on canned food and solar-

powered radios, and teach themselves to eat beetles 

for sustenance. Mary Wang strongly believes that the 

day will come on which she will need an embellished 

ball gown or pants with boots already attached. Even 

though she spends most of her time at home now, she’s 

still confident that one day she might suddenly get 

invited to Rihanna’s Diamond Ball and will need the 

appropriate outfit. She’s a firm believer of the “If you 

stay ready you don’t need to get ready” philosophy, at 

least when it comes to stockpiling clothes. 
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Proof (from the past six months)

i. Molly Goddard Yellow Laika Coat, Spring 2018, Ssense, 618 

USD, never worn. 

ii. MSGM Bow-Back PVC Midi Dress, Fall 2018, Matches 

Fashion, 620 USD, never worn.  

iii. Red Valentino Floral-Jacquard Metallic Midi Dress, Fall 

2018, Matches Fashion, 800 USD, never worn.   

iv. Lanvin Lightweight Silk Blazer, Season Unknown,  

The Real Real, 150 USD, never worn.  
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Theory Three: Art Collector Fantasy

Mary Wang likes to see her clothes not as wardrobes 

but as collections, the way an art collector or a stamp 

collector might feel about their treasures. There are 

favorite seasons from certain brands she’s always on 

the hunt for, and she has a particular penchant for the 

first and last collections that certain designers have 

made for a fashion house. Examples include Martin 

Margiela’s Spring/Summer 2001 glove-top collection, 

Dior’s 2004 Rasta collection, Prada’s Spring 2010 

chandelier collection, Miu Miu’s Spring 2010 cat/

swallow/naked ladies collection, Raf Simons’ last 

collection for Jil Sander, Raf Simons’ first collection 

for Dior, and Christopher Kane’s Fall 2015 nudity 

collection. (Please let her know if you have any of these 

items available for purchase.) She has alerts set up on 

her various shopping apps to notify her whenever a 

desired item becomes available, and she will eagerly 

outbid any other plebeians in pursuit of a rare find. She 

doesn’t really think that such items will become more 

valuable over time, like certain art works. This fantasy 

is the indoor-version of the performance art theory: for 

it to work, it requires an audience to come to Mary 

Wang’s house to admire the clothes. 
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Proof (from the past six months)

i. Prada Short Sleeve Faux Fur Mini Dress w/ Tags Fall 2011, 

The Real Real, USD 425, never worn, did not return it even 

though it arrived with a moth hole in the sleeve.  

ii. Fenty x Puma Leather Thigh-High Boots, Fall 2016, The Real 

Real, USD 220, worn only for video shoot.  

iii. Alaïa Flared Knit Skirt, Season Unknown, The Real Real, 60 

USD, never worn, slightly too small.   

iv. Toga Laminate Cut-Out Skirt, Fall 2018, Matches Fashion, 

400 USD, never worn.  

v. Roksanda Elba Wave-Strap Shoulder Bag, Fall 2018, Matches 

Fashion, price too embarrassing to list, only worn for video 

shoot. 
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Theory Four: All of the Above

What unites the theories above is that they all project 

into a far-away future—none of them talk about the 

use-value of the clothes in the present. Their worth 

doesn’t depend on what they can do for her now 

but on how they can help her imagine a different 

tomorrow. In a way, they’re science-fiction. At the least, 

they’re theoretical fashion. They don’t instruct—they 

speculate. Maybe she never needed real people to 

complete her acts of getting dressed. She only needed 

to imagine an audience, which could be summoned at 

any point in time and space.
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Proof (from the past six months)
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Even though these theories don’t help her in any practical way 

in regards to the unopened boxes of clothes that are blocking 

the entrance to her apartment, Mary Wang feels relieved to have 

realized that she doesn’t have to actually wear the clothes to be 

able to enjoy them. In other words, what she has gleaned from 

this intellectual exercise is that all her clothes are intellectual 

exercises. She thinks about how psychologist Adam Phillips 

once said, “Our excesses are the best clues we have to our own 

poverty; and our best way of concealing it from ourselves.” She 

disagrees. Her clothes aren’t there to conceal her poverty, they 

are the poverty itself. The objective of buying those clothes was 

never actually to wear them. They’re Proustian madeleines, fetish 

objects to transport her into a different world. They’re her on-

demand entertainment. 

She’s now sitting behind her computer in a sports legging and a 

grey sweatshirt. Her rabbit once peed on the first, but the smell 

has faded. The stains on the sweatshirt are more suspicious, of 

a more human scale. She hasn’t seen a trace of her rabbit for 

a few days now, except for the shipping receipts she finds in 

some corner or the other, chewed up in childlike blobs. Perhaps 

his belly is too full, and he’s passed out somewhere among the 

clothes. 
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Text, graphics, and art by 

Mary Wang. 

The photo shown in Theoretical 

Fashion #3 is of my grandmother, 

Wu Guozhen, shot by 

Cédric Jean Pierre Pradel.

The Theoretical Fashion series is 

inspired by Gijsje Ribbens’ still 

lifes for Kassl Editions. We met 

at thirteen years old because she 

liked the bag I was carrying, and 

I’ve tried to steal everything she 

does ever since. 

Thank you for reading my work, 

Mirene Arsanios and Christian 

Nyampeta. 
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